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Abstract. This paper examines the joint influence of fairness and asynchrony on the semantic 
modelling of a C.C.S.-like language. Fairness is the guarantee for every agent engaged in a 
computation to communicate with the other asynchronous agents if such communications are 
infinitely often possible. Programs are compared according to an implementation preorder which 
reflects the inclusion of observable properties: whenever, for every context ~ and for every 
program r, no computation of r experimenting upon CO(p) allows to recognize p versus q, p is 
considered less than q. A fully abstract model of the preorder is constructed in a domain of 
infinitary languages, preferred here to classical algebraic domains. The restriction to bounded 
parallelism is analysed. In that simplified framework, the model turns effective and, moreover, 
decidable. 
R6sum6. Nous examinons l'influence de l'6quit6 sur la s6mantique d'un langage h la C.C.S. A 
chacun des agents asynchrones participant ~ l'ex6cution d'un programme, l'6quit6 garantit de 
communiquer avec les autres agents si cette communication est infiniment souvent possible. Les 
programmes sont munis d'un pr6ordre d'impl6mentation qui traduit l'inclusion de leurs propd6t6s 
observables: pest  plus petit que q si, pour tout contexte ~ et pour tout programme r, rexp6rimenta- 
tion de ~(p)  par r ne permet pas de distinguer p de q. Un mod61e pleinement abstrait du pr6ordre 
est construit dans un domaine de langages infinitaires, pr6f6r6 aux domaines alg6briques classiques. 
On analyse la restriction du mod61e au parall~lisme h degr6 born6. Darts ce cadre simplifi6, le 
module acquiert effectivit6 et d6cidabilit6. 
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1. Introduction 
In this section we assume some acquaintance of the reader with the basic notations 
of Milner's calculus for communicating systems C.C.S. [20]. The presentation of 
the topics addressed in this paper may be started from pure C.C.S., the version of 
that calculus dedicated to pure synchronisation without value passing. No provision 
will be made in the sequel for simultaneous events considered in S.C.C.S. [21]. 
We are concerned with asynchrony, defined as a property of programming 
languages. A language L is asynchronous if every program p in L satisfies p ~ ~'.p, 
where T indicates a silent move and -- is a semantic identity (and therefore a 
congruence). C.C.S. does not plainly agree with this precise form of asynchrony: 
exceptions to the congruence of p and T.p are raised by sum contexts (though NIL 
and T.NIL areequivalent, N IL+ a.NIL  and T.NIL+ a.NIL are not equivalent if a 
differs from T). Since we aim at asynchrony, we shall significantly depart from 
C.C.S. in the design of the language presented in Section 2: in that language, operator 
symbols are lacking for silent move and sum. The sum operator is replaced by 
weaker polyadic guarding operators, so the summation of parallel expressions (e.g., 
in p + (ql r)) becomes unfeasible. 
We are also concerned with fairness, defined as a property of programming 
languages. A language L is fair if the operational definition of L forces every agent 
engaged in a computation to communicate with the other agents if such communica- 
tions are infinitely often"possible. This definition is rather sketchy, for it does not 
specify the nature of the agents. But, it is sufficient o point out what fairness is 
not. Consider, for i0stance, program p defined as (ql((a.NIL)[/a])), then any 
fair computation from q is a fair computation from p, for the agent a .NIL  has no 
opportunity whatsoever to communicate with q. Our version of fairness, in contrast 
with Hennessy's version for C.C.S. [16], has thus little to do with the constraint of 
finite delay of action. A clear advantage of our definition is to provide every program 
with a nonempty set of (possibly empty) fair computations. It is often puzzling to 
follow the implications of fairness, even in simple situations, so we give a preliminary 
example. Consider programs p and q given by p=recx.(a.x+fl.x) and q= 
(rec y.(a.y))[(rec z.(fl.z)), where rec is the usual combinator for recursion. Those 
programs are not equivalent, in spite of the interleaving of actions induced by the 
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parallel composition (I)- In the case of the observer program r equal to rec w.(6.w + 
/~.3".NIL), an external difference appears between p and q: the eventual accessibility 
of 3, is guaranteed by the system (q[ r), but certain fair computations from (p[ r) 
do not lead the observer to the state where 3, is attainable. In some sense, fairness 
might be seen as the ultimate distinction between sequential nondeterminism and 
parallelism: it does not invalidate the expansion theorem of C.C.S. [20], but it 
prevents the universal translation of parallel programs into sequential equivalents 
with finite notation. Two alternative forms of fairness, namely strong and weak 
fairness, are generally distinguished. Weak fairness is defined in the same way as 
strong fairness (here called fairness, for short) but with 'almost always' in place of 
'infinitely often'. It may be remarked that weak fairness is in contradiction with full 
asynchrony, so we shall consider strong fairness only. As a natural consequence, 
r .p -p-p[ recx. ( r .x )  will emerge as valid relations (but r-programs are indeed 
given a different syntax in next section). To justify the above claim, suppose for a 
moment hat weak fairness were embodied in some weakly fair composition operator 
[1. Consider programs p = rec x.(r.(a.x + fl.x)) and q = rec x.(a.x + fl.x), and let c~ 
denote the i-hole context ([ ] 11 ((rec z.(6.z))11/3.3".NIL)). Then an easy distinction 
between p and q could be obtained by respectively filling them into the context c¢: 
the eventual accessibility of 3' in ~ would be guaranteed with q, but not with p. 
Hence, it would be possible to get an effective distinction between ce.x+/3.x and 
r.( + t .x ) ! 
For a simple language with fair composition of asynchronous programs, we seek 
for an extensional nd compositional semantics. A semantics of this type must be the 
model of some observational precongruence ~ with the following characterization: 
p E q if[, for every context ~, any information possibly obtained when observing 
~(p)  may also be obtained when observing ~(q). The precongruence does not 
necessarily coincide with the observational preorder ~< defined analogously for 
the empty context. However, it seems a desirable property that the relations coincide: 
this guarantees that no operator upon programs is able to amplify semantic differen- 
ces which observers are unable to detect directly. Hence, all semantics may be 
captured by mere interaction. Other questions arise as regards the way to perform 
interactive xperiments, the way to extract informations from experiments, and the 
way to compare programs according to the resulting informations. We address these 
questions below. 
In our opinion, it is highly desirable that observers cannot distinguish between 
programs by amplifying differences which are ineffective for program contexts. A 
semantics which stems from more sophisticated observers is not really extensional. 
Hence, programs hould be experimented upon in their ordinary working conditions. 
For instance, if the programming language does not provide control structures for 
roll-back, observers hould be unable to explore in a single run different paths in 
the branching structure of a program. Semantic models that are obtained as quotients 
by bisimulation equivalences, which postulate the observation of branching time 
properties [1], are therefore not fully extensional [5]. To avoid this criticism, which 
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may be addressed to any of the models studied in [13, 20, 21], we suggest here 
on-line observers that interact with the observed program in linear runs from the 
initial configuration. Fairness is mainly a property of infinite behaviours, and so 
our observers are infinite. It is worth noting that parallel observers are able to 
obtain information that no sequential observer can get alone (e.g., some component 
of the parallel observer may fail on c~ while some other component performs an 
infinite series of/3). So, observers hould have nearly the same generality as programs, 
and we may assume that they actually are programs. Then, an experiment on p 
appears as a fair computation from (P lq)  for some observer program q. (This is 
exactly the hypothesis which was taken in [4].) 
As regards results of experiments, a wide range of possibilities is offered with 
extremes as follows: 
- given an experiment, extract a binary information from the computation of the 
observer program (minimal result), 
- identify the result of an experiment with the computation of the observer program 
(maximal result). 
As distinct from Hennessy [14], we have chosen the second branch, but we are 
not yet sure that a more discriminative congruence isobtained this way. Nevertheless, 
the above alternative has strong implications on the way to compare programs. 
When experiments with binary results lead to compare programs according to some 
improvement ordering, the natural counterpart on the second branch is to compare 
programs according to some implementation ordering [17]. Namely, Pz is observa- 
tionally less than p2 (pl ~< p2) if every computation of q in (pl[ q) coincides with a 
computation of q in (P2[ q), and pl implements P2 (Pl ~ P2) if this relation is preserved 
by contexts, i.e., if C¢(p~)<~ C¢(p2 ) for every context c¢. No simple connection exists 
between this implementation preorder and Hennessy's testing preorders [14]: at 
most we can claim that p ~ q implies p ~3 q and q ~2P. 
Once an extensional preorder has been defined on programs, there remains to 
provide it with a fully abstract model [18]. In the case of the observational preorder 
~<, a meaning function N which takes values in some domain with order relation 
< is fully abstract if and only if (.At(p) < N(q))  and (p ~ q) are equivalent assertions. 
Clearly, a fully abstract model gives a compositional semantics, but the reverse is 
not necessarily true. Since denotational semantics is a perfect example of composi- 
tional semantics, we shall seek for a fully abstract model of ~< in the well-known 
class of denotational models [25, 11]. 
The classical domains of denotational models are to-algebraic omplete partial 
orders. The least element of the domain gives meanings to the undefined program 
£2. The base elements give meanings to the finite terms which approximate programs 
according to the syntactic ordering. The semantics of recursively defined programs 
is given by least fixpoints of to-continuous operators, computed as limits of to-chains 
of base elements. Due to the very nature of fairness, it is quite clear that fixpoints 
of to-continuous operators are not adequate in our case, for the parallel composition 
is certainly not to-continuous. This does not preclude the use of fixpoints, since least 
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and greatest fixpoints still exist under the relaxed assumption of monotonicity of 
the operators [22]. But, transfinite induction is needed to fit the computation rules 
of fixpoints, and one may then question the practical interest of syntactic 
approximation. In the case of our implementation ordering, yet more serious reasons 
exist against he use of partially undefined programs and least fixpoints: owing to 
the assumption of asynchrony, the purely divergent agent ~-~' expressed by rec x.(z.x) 
would be equated with /2 by any least fixpoint semantics (as is the case in [16]). 
But, p -p l r  is certainly true of the relation -- equal to ~ ~ T- l :  purely divergent 
agents engaged in a parallel product have no operational effect on the other 
components of the product. We have, therefore, searched for more direct ways to 
deal with infinity. Since results of experiments are infinite computations, it is natural 
to consider domains of infinitary languages, viewed as abstract representations of
sets of computations. This is the framework we have chosen to construct a fully 
abstract model of ~<: our construction uses greatestfixpoints of monotonic operators 
on infinitary languages. Central to the model is an adapted version of the fair merge 
operator studied by Park [22]. 
Early indications may be given on the objects of the model. Given A, an alphabet 
of actions, the considered objects are sets of triples (8, p, d) in which 8, d c S and 
p ~ S* w S ~' for S some finite subset of A. An element (8, p, d) in the semantic image 
of a program p represents a set of computations from p: 
- p traces shake-hand communications between p and some parallel environment, 
- 8 shows (a subset of the) failures of p's subordinate agents, 
- d shows (a subset of the) actions which these agents are infinitely often able to 
perform. 
The so-called computation histories (8, p, d) have some resemblance with the finitary 
failures put forward by Brookes and our semantic ordering corresponds like in [2] 
to the reverse inclusion of sets. 
Due to already alleged problems, the fully abstract model outlined above is given 
no associated proof system. However, we shall pay special attention to the particular 
subset of (possibly divergent) programs with bounded degree of parallelism. For 
that simplified language, well adapted to the study of protocols [23], the model 
turns effective and, moreover, decidable: pleasant properties of the fair merge 
operator keep the semantic alculus within the bounds of infinitary rational languages 
[10]. So we suggest, as a means to specify all and only the observationaUy meaningful 
properties of programs, a very simple language based on infinitary rational 
expressions. A decision procedure is available for these semantic properties, which 
may as well be proven with no induction. What more could be afforded by linear 
time logics [12]? 
Before we end this introduction, there remains to state the relationship between 
work presented here and Hennessy's work on the fair delay operator y for syn- 
chronous C.C.S., or S.C.C.S. [15]. Although weak fairness is considered there, both 
studies are in the same spirit: the failure of an agent which has lost no occasion 
whatsoever to communicate with other agents is not considered as a sufficient reason 
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to deem a computation as unfair. However, the comparison cannot be led further: 
in the case of strong fairness, a congruence relation suited to fair asynchrony can 
certainly not be derived from a 'synchronous' congruence which postulates yn- 
chronous observers. 
The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follows. Section 2 introduces 
the programming language and its operational definition. Section 3 gives the con- 
struction of ~¢', a fully abstract model of the observational preorder. The restricted 
case of programs with bounded degree of parallelism is studied in Section 4. 
2. A fa ir  p rogramming language 
The programming language introduced in this section covers a moderately large 
subset of C.C.S., tailored for fair asynchrony. This subset has been chosen so as to 
obtain full abstraction for every term in the language. Open terms and general 
recursive definitions have therefore been left aside. Anyway, serious difficulties 
would have arisen with the C.C.S. program recx.(r.(xlx)) , or yet equivalently 
rec x.((t~.(x[x)]a.NIL) [ /~]) .  By the assumption of fairness, these programs must 
be equated with NIL. However, NIL does not implement all programs which satisfy 
x~ r.(xlx), for NIL is not minimal (w.r.t. the implementation preorder). In the 
language presented hereafter, recursive definitions are restricted to strict patterns 
embodied in built-in iterators. Technically speaking, we have turned a sizeable 
subset of C.C.S. in a classical ~,-algebra (with the extra benefit of making our proofs 
easier to work out). 
Some notations must be chosen before we give a sketch of the operators in ~. 
We assume given disjoint sets of complementary action names A and A ranged 
over by o~ respectively t~ and linked together by reciprocal bijections -: a -~ ~ ~ c~. 
A and Ai are taken from A = A w A. Ren is the set of the domain finite injections ~r 
over A such that 
(VA)(~-(A) de f ined~r(~)= ~r(a)) & (3n)(VA)(.n-"(A) undefined). 
The original operators in ,~ are as follows: 
- (A1,. . . ,  An) denotes an n-ary guarding operator, and 
(A1,. . . ,  An)(pl , . . .  ,P,) stands for the C.C.S. sum (A1 .p~+" "+An.pn), 
- [X -~ ~r] denotes a unary network iterator used in postfixed notation, and p[A ~ ~r] 
acts as if it were the C.C.S. term recx.(A.((plx)[~])), 
- (A ~ A1 : A t , . . . ,  An" A') denotes a nullary local iterator, whose C.C.S. equivalent 
is rec x.(A.(A~.A~.x+. • • + Xn.A'.x)). 
Some comments follow, p[X ~ ~r] behaves as a dynamic string of copies of p, each 
of which, once started from the left (by A), may further communicate with its left 
and right neighbours located at a distance less than any integer n for which ~r" is 
undefined. The existence of such an n is crucial for the adequacy of greatest fixpoint 
semantics. As a counterpart, network iterators o constrained do not afford a way, 
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when they are applied to finite agents, to simulate finite automata with infinite 
behaviour (e.g., rec x.(a.x)). Behaviours of that kind may be rendered by asyn- 
chronous compositions of local iterators. (Since local iterators are mere cycles, the 
prefix order (on words) is not called for in the statement of their correspondence 
with infinitary languages.) The power of the language results from the use of network 
iterators applied to asynchronous compositions of local iterators: a Turing machine 
may always be simulated by a dynamic string of communicating finite-state automata! 
To make things precise, our programming language is the free term algebra T~ 
for the signature ~ = U ~,, n~>0, given as follows: 
2o = {NIL) w {(A --> A~ : A~, . . . ,  A, : A')] A, A,, A' e A}, 
E 1 : {(/~) I )k e A} k..fl {["tg] I "/TO Ren} w {[A -~ ~r][A e A, ~'~ Ren}, 
{ I} u ;t2)l A, a},  
~,  = {(X l , . . . ,  A,) IA, e A} for  n >2.  
In ~2, [ is the symbol of the asynchronous composition operator. 
In ~h [17"] denotes a renaming~restriction operator. 
Programs are endowed with sorts, defined inductively by the following equations 
where we let sym(L) = Lu/7, for Lc  A: 
sort(NIL) =0, 
sort((X ~Al :X ' l , . . . ,A , :h ' ) )=sym({A}w{x i l i<~n}u{A' l i<~n}) ,  
sort ( (X, , . . . ,  X,) ( t~, . . . ,  t.))=sym({h~li<~n})w(U{sort(t~)[i<-n}), 
sort ( t ,  It2) = sort ( t , )  w sort(t2), 
sort(t[ 7r]) = or(sort(t)), 
sort(t[A-->Tr])=~*({A,X}wlr(sort(t))), where ~r*(L)=U{~r"(L)ln>-O). 
Thus, every program in T2~ has a finite sort, which appears as a symmetric subset 
of A. 
Before we supply an operational definition of T~, some sample programs are 
shown. Let ~'~, ~r2 be a pair of renaming functions which act as reciprocal bijections 
between their respective ranges $2, S~ which we suppose to be disjoint. Let a 
(A-S~).  Given p, some particular program with sort $1, one may construct he 
following 'r-programs' which are equivalent to p: 
~'.p{ = (((a)( P)I( ~,)(NIL))[ 7r~])[ 7r2], 
~p I ~ '~ = ( (p  I ((c~ --, a : c~)l (c~ -* c~ : a) ) ) [~r l ] ) [~rd 
(recall V~ ~ Ren, VA ~ A, ~(A) # A: this explains why 17"i, ~'2 are used). 
Let now greek letters a to e be taken from S~ and let x, y, z ~ (A - S1). The C.C.S. 
program expressed by the recursive definition: 
~rec xyz.(a.z + fl.y, e.x, y.y + &x){ 
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may be given the interpretation 
( ( (~)( N IL  )[ (X[ (Y[ Z) ) )[ xr 2])['rr2] 
where 
X = (x ~ ot : ;?, ,8 : 37), Y=(y~ e ::~), Z= (z~ y:fi, 8::~). 
(Recursive specifications of finite-state machines may always be treated in the above 
fashion, and we shall return to that subject in Section 4.) 
A computation in T~ is a finite or infinite sequence of communications between 
the agents of  a system whose global state is described by a program in Tz. Each 
communication may be represented by an associated transition p_.>ep, between 
program states, where e is a pair of complementary actions {AR, As}, or a pair of 
invisible actions {rR, ZS}. Subscripts of actions identify processes, like in [3]. Along 
the computation, fresh identifiers are allotted to new processes each time a new 
unguarded occurrence of the asynchronous composition operator[  appears in the 
program state, which is the case at each expansion of an iterator. Processes are 
therefore unable to perform infinite sequences of actions. Communications and 
actions of programs or processes may be specified together by an inference system 
in Plotkin style [24]. The rules read according to the following conventions: 
- A, A i~A;  ~'~A is the undefined action name, thus ~(A)=~" if A is not in the 
definition domain of ~, and rr(~') = z = ~; /z ~ A u {~'}. 
- ID = {<-, ->}* is the set of process identifiers, ranged over by R and S; arrows 
have a positional meaning w.r.t, the operator symbol I. 
- e denotes a singleton set {AR} or a pair  {/-LR, /iS}; for X in {<-,->}, x(e) denotes 
accordingly the set {AxR} or the set {/zxR,/i~s}. 
By way of definition, relations ->~ are the least relations on T~ which are provable 
from the following set of axioms (~-A) and rules of inference (A or -~  meaning 
from A and B infer C). 
The rules of action and communication: 
[ " -<) [2 , ' '  : ,  '~n) ( t2 ,  ' ' '  , tn) "->{At} t, 
t . -> e t ' t . .>  e t ' 
( tl u)->'-<~) ( t'l u) 
t -> {xR} t ' ,  U -> {xs} U' 
(tlu)-~x-R,xJ(t' lu') 
t --> {~R'~Zs} t' 
t[ 7r] --> {'~(~)R"~(a)s) t'[ 7r] 
for i~{1, . . . ,  n}, 
(ul t)->-~<~) (ul t') 
t --> {xR} t' 
t [ 7r] --> {'~(x)R) t'[ 7r ] 
~t[x  -, ~]-)(x)(t l  t[a -, ~r])[ ~] 
)-t --> ix)(NILI (AI , . . . ,  An)((A i ) ( t ) , . . . ,  (A')(t))) 
for ~r(;t) # r, 
fo r t=(A- ->X2"A~, . . . ,A , 'A ' ) .  
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I f  the instance of  N IL  was omitted from the last axiom, then it would certainly 
be incorrect to claim that no process can perform an infinite sequence of actions 
with identical subscript. Now, not every computation is fair: we have to rule out 
computations in which some process loses infinitely many occasions to communicate 
with the other processes. Subscripts of actions have precisely been introduced for 
that purpose. Let us augment our notations. For t c Tz and R ~ ID, we set 
Ext(t) = {AR I (::1 u)(t  ~ ~'~,0 u)}, 
Next(t)  = {A [ (=1 u)( : lR)(  t --> ~x,0 u)}, 
EXtR(t) = {A l(3u)(t-->t~ru)}, 
IntR(t) = { ~l(3u)(:4S)(t --> ~,,~.a~ u)}. 
We also let E be equal to Eo u E~ w E2 where Eo is the singleton set {0}, E~ is the 
set of the singleton sets {AR}, and E2 is the set of pairs {/ZR, /2S}. 
The fair computations may now be sorted out from the unfair by a formal 
definition. 
2.1. Definition. Given P0 in Tz, a (strict) computation from Po is a sequence (Pi, ei)i~,, 
which satisfies conditions (1) and (2): 
(1) (Vi)(pia Tr.), 
(2) (Vi)((e,~E2&pi->e'p,+l)v(Vj>~i)(ej~Eo&p)=pj+l)). 
The size of (p~,e~)i~,, is the least upper bound of the set {i+l[p~->e,p~+x}. A 
computation (pi, e~)~ is fair if it satisfies condition (3): 
(3) (vg) (3 j ) (Vk  >~j)(IntR(pk)=O). 
We use fair(po) to denote the set of the fair computations from P0- 
According to the above statement, ( (a --> a : a ) [ (6  --> t~ : c~)) has no computation 
of finite size, whereas the empty computation from (a --> a : c~) is a fair computation. 
The reason is that programs are considered here independently of any environment, 
with the intent to keep definitions tractable. Generalized computations will appear 
in Section 3. The present section ends with a series of lemmas which state simple 
facts about the operational setting. 
2.2. Lemma. (Vt~ Tz)(card{(e, t ' ) lesE  & t->et'}<to). 
2.3. Lemma. (t-~et ' & P-R ~ e):=)sort(t') c sort(t) &/z ~ sort(t) u {r}. 
2.4. Lemma. p-> tXR~ p' &p_>~Xs~p,, & R ~ S~(3q)(p--> txR'Xs~ q). 
This follows by the injectivity of renaming functions. 
2.5. Lemma. (p_~eq) & (ExtR(p) ~ 0)==>(ExtR(q) = ExtR(p)) v (::l/~)(/zR ~ e). 
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2.6. Lemma. (VR)(V(pi ,  e,) ,~ Efair(po))(card{il(31z)(iZR~ e,)}<to). 
2.7. Lemma. V(pi, e~)i~,o ~.fair(po): 
u{n{Ext (  pk) l k >- i} l i ~ ~o } = n{t._J{Ext( pk) l k >~ i} l i ~ ~o }. 
This follows from Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6. 
2.8. Proposition. For every Po in Tz, fair(po) differs from the empty set. 
Proof. Let the set ID of process identifiers be ordered by the relation R < R' iff 
( lg th (R)<lgth(R ' ) )v (R= U ~ V & R '= U--> V' & lgth(V)=lgth(V ' ) ) .  
Inductively from Po, choose transitions p._>e,p~÷~, if any, where e~ ~ E2 and /XR ~ e~ 
for R minimal in the set {Rl lntR(pi )  ~ I~}. The computation thereby obtained is fair 
by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.6. [] 
3. An observational model 
In this section, an observation preorder is defined upon T~ programs, and a 
model N of that preorder is proposed. The proof of the full abstractness of N relies 
upon a similar property of M, an operational model of T~ in which the meanings 
of programs are taken as sets of computation histories. 
3.1. The observational setting 
In this subsection, we introduce xperiments upon programs as a kind of projec- 
tions of parallel computations; two preorders are then defined on the basis of 
experiments. 
3.1. Definition. A computation is parallel if it has the form ((Pil qi), ei)i~,o. Given a 
parallel computation ~:, let ~ '  be the sequence (qi, e~)~,, where e~ = {/zR I/~-,R ~ e~}, 
and let I '1 denote the size of ~'. We call the right projection of ~ the sequence 
~_~ obtained from ~'  by erasing pairs (q~, e~) for every i s.t. (i < I '1 • e~ = ~). The 
left projection ~,_ of a parallel computation is defined in a similar way. Left and right 
projections of computations are called open computations. The present definition 
applies as well to the case where ~ is an open computation. 
3.2. Definition. For p, q in T~, the set EXPq(p) of the q-experiments upon p is 
{~_ , l~fa i r (p lq )} ,  and the set EXP(p) of the experiments upon p is 
[._J {EXaq(p) [q ~ T~}. 
The observation preorder <~ may now be given two equivalent definitions (as we 
shall prove in Section 3.4). 
3.3. Definition. ~< is the subset of T~ × T~ such that p ~< q iff EXP(p) c EXP(q). 
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3.3'. Definition. <~ is the subset of T:~ x Tz such  that 
p<~q iff (Vr~ Tz)(EXP,(p)~EXP,(q)). 
The implementation preorder generalizes the above to Z-contexts, defined as 1-hole 
Z-terms. 
3.4. Def in i t ion .  For p, q in Tz, p implements q (p~ q) iffCC[p]<~ [q]  for every 
Z-context ~¢. 
Thus, p implements q iff, for every context c¢ and for every program r, no 
computation of r in (C¢[p] I r) allows to recognize p versus q. (We shall see later 
that preorders ~< and ~ are indeed identical.) 
3.2. Computation histories considered as semantic objects 
To construct a model of the observation preorder we need to choose a domain. 
The objects of the selected omain are sets of computation histories. In definitions 
below, we call a sort any finite subset L of A such that L =/S; for p a word in 
L ~ = L* u L ~', we let Ult(p) denote the set of the action names which occur infinitely 
often in p; e is the neutral element of L ~° taken as a monoid. 
3.5. Definition. We call an L-sorted history any triple (8, p, d) which satisfies 
(8c L&p~L~&(U l t (p )cd~ L)&(dc~(Sug)=O)). 
~L is the set of the L-sorted histories, and ~' is the union of the ~t  for L ranging 
over sorts. For .L~'c L ~° we let (8, 3~, d) denote the set {(3, p, d)lp~ .Sg}. 
Hint: An open computat ion ~ = (Pi, e i ) i~ may be abstracted into a computation 
history abs(~)  = (8, p, d) where: 
- p traces the interactions with the environment, i.e., the actions represented in ~r 
by singleton sets ei ~ El, 
- 8 displays the residual actions of idle processes, left invariant hroughout some 
subsequence (pi)i>k, 
- (d u 8) shows the potential actions shared by infinitely many p~ in the sequence 
The conditions in the definition may be read as follows: 
- if an a-act ion is performed infinitely often, then that action is infinitely often 
possible and no process gets stuck with a enabled, 
- if an a-act ion is infinitely often possible, then no process gets stuck with 6 enabled. 
The next series of definitions provides histories with prefixing, renaming and 
parallel composit ion operators which take their values in ~(~) ,  the powerset of ~. 
3.6 .  Def in i t ion .  For  A ~ A ,  A : is the operator from ~g'to ~(~)  such that A : (B ,  p ,  d )  = 
(8, Ap, d); similarly, we let e : (8, p, d) = (8, p, d). 
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Hint: The action of prefixing a (possibly silent) transition to an open computation 
has no effect on the properties of the computation which depend upon infinite 
repetitions of facts. 
3.7. Definition. For ~r in Ren, [[Tr] is the operator from ~ to ~(~)  such that: 
- ~Ir](8, p, d) = 0 if ~r(A) = ~" for some A occurring in p, or else 
- ~Tr](~, p, d) = (7r8, 7rp, 7rd), where ~p is the morphic image of p, and ~-8 and 7rd 
are the images of the respective sets 8 n 7r-l(A) and d n ~r-l(A). 
Hint: In a computation from p[Tr], neither p nor its descendants can interact 
with the environment by an a-act ion if ~r(a) is undefined. 
3.8. Definition. # is the binary relation on ;~ such that (8', p', d') # (8", p", d") iff 
the following conditions are satisfied: 
( 1 ) 8' n U l t (p ' )  = 0 = 8" n Ult(p') ,  
(2) 8 'n  (J"u g") =0= 8"n ( J 'u  g'). 
If h' # h", then h' and h" are said compatible. 
Hint: Compatible histories represent open computations, which may be mingled 
to form a fair parallel computation; in an open fair computation from (Pl q), no 
descendant of p gets stuck with a enabled if q performs an infinite number of 
a-actions (1) or ~ is infinitely often enabled in q (2). 
3.9. Definition. I[" ~'x~/t'--> P(~i~) is the operator such that for h '=(8 ' ,  p', d') and 
h"= (8", p", d'~): 
/O if ~(h', # h"), 
h'll h"=J(8'u 8", p [ [p" , (d ' -8")u(d"-8' ) )  
-( otherwise 
(where p' II p" is specified in next definition). 
3.10. Definition. 1[" L~x L~°--> ~P(L °°) is the parallel composition operator given by 
t t /  . p'llp "= {p,p2 . . .  p,...l(~(p,),~)(~(p,),~)- 
(p '=p~p~. . .  p~. . .&  (Vi)(p~E LU{E})) & 
( " -  , . . . .p .  P - -P ,  P2 . . . .&(V i ) (pTELu{e}) )& 
(Vi)((p~ # e & p~ # e)~(p~ = p~' & pi = e)) & 
(v i ) ( (p ,  = ~ v p ,  = ~)~p,  = p ,m )}.  
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Hint: In an open computation from (p'lp"), any interaction between p' and the 
environment of p' is either an interaction with p" or an interaction with the environ- 
ment of (p']p"). If p' and p" perform respective sequences of actions p' and p" 
without meeting each other by rendez-vous, this results in (p' Ip") performing some 
sequence p in the fair merge of p' and p". Since p' and p" may also communicate, 
the fair merge has been generalised here by optional rendez-vous between com- 
plementary actions, which then disappear from the resulting words. 
Finally, ~ may be augmented into an ordered structure as follows. 
3.11. Definition. (~, <~) is the partial order such that 
(8, p,d)<~(8',p',d ') iff (p=p')&(ScS')&((dwS)~(d'wS')). 
We let " (respectively ~) denote the operator upon ~(~)  which sends parts of ~' 
to their largest subsets of maximal (respectively minimal) elements. We use f(x) 
(respectively f(x)) as abbreviations for "(f(x)) (respectively ~(f(x))). 
Note: The order ~< on histories has nothing to do with the prefix order on words. 
3.3. A candidate model ,N" 
The domain of our intended model is not ~(~)  but a subset of it, called ~, 
equipped with an ordering ~-~ which does not even ensure the existence of limits 
of increasing or decreasing chains .(This fact is due to the consideration of sorts.) 
A formal statement of the structure (X, ~-i) needs a preliminary definition of 
normalised (sets of) histories. 
3.12. Def init ion.  Let h = (8, p, d )c  ~', then  h is a normalised history iff d = d. A 
subset P of ~ is normalised iff every history in P is normalised. 
3.13. Definition. ~ is the set of the normalised subsets P ~ (_JL ~(~L) which do not 
contain any two ~<-comparable histories, and ~-~ is the order relation on ~ such 
that P~-t Q iff (Vh e P)(3h's Q)(h'~< h). 
We use freely set extensions of the operators A :, [[, ~zr] with ~ or ~(~)  as their 
co-domain according to the context. For instance, ~w]({hl, h2}) stands for [[1r]l(hl) w 
[TrB(h2). We have now enough elements to start the construction of a meaning 
function N from Tz to :g such that .N(p)r-1N(q) if[ p~ q. 
In a first step, we associate sets of normalised histories to local iterators (A 
x , 'x ' ) .  
For ie{1 , . . . ,  n}, let ui--- AAiA~ and ~= (I,_Ji u~)*. For I, J c{1 , . . . ,  n}, let 
d ,j = u {X,] i a Iu  I}),  
= X,} -  
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Using an additive notation of sets of histories, we state as a definition 
N'((A -, Xl" A t , . . . ,  X," A')) 
n 
=({x }, ~, 0)+({Xl. . .  x,}, ~ex, 0)+ U ({x~}, ~xx,, 0) 
i=1  
+ U (8,,,, ~e,, d,.j). 
/ , J c{ l  ..... n} 
(Observe in passing that the ~ i  are infinitary rational anguages.) 
In a second step, we state the defining equations of N:  T~ ~ Y{. We let Y(G)  
denote the greatest fixpoint for G" ~-~ ~ when such a fixpoint exists, and we use 
as an abbreviation for V o F. 
The equations of N: T~ ~ ( Y{, E I ) 
N(NIL)  = (0, e, 0), 
N( (A , , . . . ,  A , ) ( t l , . . . ,  t , ) )=({A1. . .A ,} ,  e, 0 )+v(0  A,'?C'(t,)), 
\ i=1  / 
JC(tll t2) = ' (N(q) I I  N(t=)), 
x( t [~] )  = ' (~]~c( t ) ) ,  
N(t[A ~ 7r]) = Y(F) ,  
where F :  ~(YC) ~ ~(~)  is given by F(X)  = ({A}, e, 0)+ (A "~Tr](N(t)II x) ) ,  
N((x -, x,: x' , , . . . ,  x, • x'))  = ' (N ' ( (x  -~ x,. x'~, . . . ,  x, • x'))). 
The remaining part of the section brings forward some elements towards the proof 
of the following theorem. 
3.14. Theorem. 2¢" is a fully abstract model of Tz w.r.t, the observational preorder <~" 
N(p)r- ' iN(q ) iff p~ q iff C~(p) < CO(q) for every 2-context c¢. 
3.4. An analysis of the properties of fair computations 
Before we can prove Theorem 3.14, we must analyse the properties of sequences 
obtained by projecting fair parallel computations along their first or second com- 
ponent. The following definitions and notations are used. rI:E~-->A °° is the 
homomorphism determined by 
e A f°r e ~ Eo u E2, 
rt(e) = for e = {Ag}. 
FAIR(p) denotes the set of the open fair computations from p, defined as 
FAIR(p) = {~:,_ I ~re fair(p I q) for some q}. 
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Let the pair of open computations ~:', ~=" with respective sizes I~='[, I~T"[ be given 
by ~'=(Pi, e[)i~o,, o~"=(q~, eT)i~o,. A schedule for (,~', ~") is a pair (f,g) of 
monotonic onto functions from to to to which satisfy conditions (1) to (4) (for every 
i): 
(1) f ( i )~f ( i+  1)v g( i )~g( i+ 1), 
(2) f(i)~>l~:'l ~ f ( i )~f ( i+  1), 
(3) g(i)~>[;~:"[ ~ g( i )~g( i+ l ) ,  
(4) ( f ( i )~f ( i+ l )&g( i )~g( i+ l )&f ( i+ l )<~l~' l&g( i+ l )<~[~; , [ )  
(3A, 3R, 3S)(e~(o= {AR} & e:(,)= {As}). 
Let (f, g) be a schedule for (~', ~") as above. The (f, g) product of (;~', ~:") is the 
open computation ~'yXg~:"= ((Pf(0[ qg(~)), e~)i~o, where 
e~ = {ill(i) # f( i  + 1) then ~ (e~-(o)} u {if g(i) ~ g(i + 1) then -> (e:(~))}. 
Some propositions are stated below. 
3.15. Proposition. Forpo in T~, FAIR(po) is the set of sequences (p~, ei)~,o which satisfy 
conditions (1) to (4): 
(1) (Vi)(p~ ~ T~ & e~ E), 
(2) (Vi)(p~->e, pi+lv(Vj>~i)(ejeEo&Pj=pj+l)), 
(3) (VR )(:lj)(Vk >~j)(IntR(pk)=O), 
(4) (:lR)(qj)(Vk>~j)(heExtR(pk)) :=> A~Ult(7/((e~)i~o,)). 
The proof will be given in Appendix A. 
3.15.1. Corollary. fair(p), the set of the fair computations from p, is the subset of 
FAIR(p) made out of the open computations (Pi, ei)i~,, for which (Vi)(ei ~ Eow E2). 
3.15.2. Corollary. Every finite prefix of an open computation may be extended to an 
open fair computation (by Proposition 2.8). 
3.15.3. Corollary. For every Po in T~, FAIR(p0) differs from the empty set. 
3.16. Proposition. I f  ~; ~ FAIR(p[ q), then ~;,_ ~ FAiR(p) and ~;_. ~ FAIR(q). 
Proof. The proof follows straightforwardly from Proposition 3.15, by Lemmas 2.4, 
2.5, and 2.6. [] 
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3.17. Proposition. Given a pair of open fair computations, let .~'= (Pi, e[)~,o and 
• ~"= (qi, e~')i,,o, 4 '  and ~" are the respective projections of  some open fair computation 
~E FAIR(p0[q0 ) iff conditions (1) and (2) are satisfied for every A and R: 
(1) AeU{A{Extr(Pk)lk>~i}l i~to} ~ (a)&(b) ,  
(a) A ~ Ult(r/((eT),~o,)), 
(b) A~('~{(_J{Sext(qk)lk >~ i}[i~ to}. 
(2) Similar statement as in (1) e' in place of e" and p exchanged with q. 
The proof will be given in Appendix A. 
The meaning of the above propositions may be explained in terms of the function 
which sends each open fair computation ~- = (pi, e~)~o to the triple abs(~) = (8, p, d) 
given by: 
- B =[_J{t'-'l{EXtR(pj)lj >t k}l(k ~ to & g ~ ID)}, 
- p= n((e,),~,o), 
- d = ((N{(_J{Next(pj)IJ > k}l k e to})- 8). 
By Proposition 3.15 (and Lemma 2.4), if ,~ is an open fair computation, then abs(,~) 
is an history: let abs(;~) = (8, p, d); then conditions (3) and (4) read respectively as 
8 n d = 0 and 3 m Ult(p) = 0, whence Ult(p) c d. By Proposition 3.17, the conditions 
which a pair of open fair computations ~', ,~" should satisfy to be the respective 
projections of some open fair computation are reduced to the compatibility of their 
associated histories. This is the precise reason why Definitions 3.3 and 3.3' are 
interchangeable. A proof of their equivalence may be given as follows: 
EXP(p) c EXP(q) iff abs(EXP(p)) c abs(EXP(q)) iff 
(Vr~ Tx)(abs(EXP(p)) ca abS(FAIR(r)) c abs(EXP(q)) ca abs(FAIR(r))) 
iff (Vrs T~)(abs(EXP,(p)) ~abs(EXP,(q))) 
iff (Vr~ T~)(EXP,(p) ~ EXPr(q)). 
Indeed, the proof of Proposition 3.17 establishes the stronger claim of the following 
proposition. 
3.18. Proposition. Under the conditions of Proposition 3.17, each schedule (f,, g) of 
( ~', ~;") determines an open fair computation ~; = .~'f ×g 2~" with projections ~;,_ = ~'  
and ~_. = ~;". Conversely, every open fair computation ~; with projections ~,_ = ~;' and 
~:_, = ~;" may be written as ~; ' fx~"  for some schedule (f, g) of (~;', ~;"). 
3.18.1. Corollary. Given ~;' and ~" as above, ~;' and ~;" are the respective projections 
of some strict computation iff they satisfy the conditions of Proposition 3.17 together 
' e" with the identity ~/((e~)i~,) = 7/(( i )~ , ) .  
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3.5. A semantic analysis of  the observation preorder 
Let Abs and OBS be the functions from T,~ to [.-Jt. ~(~t )  respectively defined as 
follows: 
Abs(p) = {abs(~,_) I ~e  fair(p Iq) for some q}, 
OBS(p) = {abs(~_,) I ~e  fair(p[ q) for some q}. 
Clearly, Abs(p)= abS(FAIR(p)) and OBS(p)= abs(EXP(p)). (OBS(p) is the set of 
histories of the experiments upon p, that is, the set of the observations on p.) 
By Propositions 3.15, 3.16, 3.17, and 3.18, EXP(p) c EXP(q) iff OBS(p) c OBS(q), 
and OBS(p) is the collection of the histories (8, p, d) which are compatible with 
some corresponding element (B', t5, d') in Abs(p). Using these facts, the relation 
p <~ q may be characterized in terms of Abs(p) and Abs(q): that objective is half-way 
towards the proof of the full abstractness of A r. 
Define the observable sort obsort(p) ofp as the minimal sort L such that p belongs 
to L ~ for every (8, p, d) in OBS(p). The set of observations on p can be reduced 
without any loss of information to Obs(p) = OBS(p) c~ ~ for L = obsort(p). Indeed, 
OBS(p) = {(8, p, d) ~ ~[ (8 n L, p, d c~ L) ~ Obs(p)}. 
Now, by Propositions 3.15, 3.16, 3.17, and 3.18, if L is the observable sort of 
p, then Obs(p)= IOt(Abs(p)), letting lOt :  ~(~L) --> ~(~t )  be the set extension of 
the 'inside-out' function IOL" ~t--> ~(~L)  given as follows: 
IOL((8', p', d')) 
={(&p,d)et;~l(p=p'v)&(8c L- -~u87))&((dwS)c(L-~))}. 
Recollecting Definition 3.11, it appears that Obs(p) is downwards closed and 
fully determined by ~s(p) .  
Furthermore, if Norm is the 'normalisation' operator introduced hereafter, then 
A A ~ A 
= = IOt.(Norm(P)) for every P in Obs(p) IOL(Norm(Abs(p))), because lOt(P)  ~ 
The operators Norm and norm,, are defined as follows: 
, Norm" ~(~)--> ~(~)  is the set extension of Norm" ~--> ~(~) :  if  h e ~t. for 
L = sym{a, . . . ,  fl}, then Norm(h) = norm~ o-- • onorma({h}). 
, norm~ "~(~)  --> ~(~)  is the set extension of norm,," ~--> ~(~) :  
norms((& p, d)) 
= i f  ( (U l t (p)n  {a, a}) # 0) then {(8, p, d u {a, if})} else 
if ({a, 6}c  d) v ({a, t~}n d =0) then {(3, p, d)} else 
if a e d then {(3 u {a}, p, d - {a}), (3, p, d u {a})} else 
if ~ e d then {(8 u {6}, p, d - {t~}), (8, p, d u {a})}. 
3.19. Lemma. Let P e ~(tTC). Then Norm(P) is a normalised set of  histories (see 
Definition 3.12). Moreover, P is normalised iff P = Norm(P). 
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The proof of this lemma is obvious. 
For p in Tz, N-"o~(Abs(p)) is certainly an  element of 2~, so the following 
proposition makes sense. 
V V 
3.20. Proposition. Norm(Abs(p)) r'- I Norm(Abs(q)) iff OBS(p) c OBS(q). 
Proof. This equivalence clearly follows from the next lemma. [] 
3.21. Lemma. Let Eo be the order relation on ~r such that PEoQ iff (VheP)  x 
(: lh'~ Q)(h <<-h'). The assertions P=IQ and IOL(P)r-olOL(Q) are then equivalent 
for P, Q ranging over ~ n ~ ( ~L). 
The proof follows by routine verification, which is left to the reader. 
Our current results may be summarised by the following statements: 
V V 
(Vp, q ~ Tz)(p<~ q¢:> Norm(Abs(p)) r'-! Norm(Abs(q))), 
V 
obsort(p) = sym{A [(3& d)(3p, p')((& pap', d)~ Norm(Abs(p)))}, 
0 BS( p ) = abs(EXP( p ) ) 
= {(t~, p, d) e ~'1 obsort(p) = L 
(3h e iOL(N-'~(Abs(p))))((t~ n L, p, d n L)~ < h)}. 
3.6. An operational model ./R 
In order to demonstrate the full abstractness of N, we need an equational 
characterisation f Abs: T~ --> ~ (~).  Since Abs (p) represents all the open fair compu- 
tations from p, the equations will form an operational model of T~. Anticipating 
the result, we claim that Abs coincides with M, the operational model of Tz specified 
hereafter. The domain of ~/ is ~(~) ,  the powerset of Y(, ordered by the inclusion 
of subsets. Let Y(F)  denote the greatest fixpoint of F :  (~(~'),c)--> (~(~) ,c ) ,  and 
let languages ~,-:L~'~ be given as in Section 3.3. Then, ~ is inductively defined by 
the following equations. 
The equations of ~ " T~ --> ( ~(  ~), c )  
M(NIL) = (O, e, 0), 
N 
~((x , , . . . ,  x,,Xt,,..., t,,))=({Xl ...,~,,}, ~, 0)+ U x, :~(t,), 
i= l  
~(t , I  t2) = ~(tl)I I  ~(t2) ,  
~(t[~' ] )  = [[~r~(t), 
.//(t[A --> ~'])= Y(F)  
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where F(X)=((A},  e, 0)+(A :~*r](~(t) II x)), 
~((x-~ x,- xL . . . ,  x,- x')) 
rl 
=({x 1, ~e, 0)+({x,. . .  x.}, ~ex, 0)+ U ({;~',L ~exx,, 0) 
i=1 
+ I,._.J (0, ,-~i, {A} ~' {A1 • • • A,,}u {A'~I i ~/})- 
I~{1  . . . . .  n} 
Note: ~(p)  = ~t({~'.p{) = ~({p l  r~{) for the 'r-programs' which have been sug- 
gested in Section 2. 
3.22. Theorem. (V t ~ Tx )(Abs( t) = Jg( t) ). 
The proof will be given in Appendix B. 
3. 7. A connection between N and ~t 
In the above system, ~t has been defined by six equations of the genetic form 
~(opj(t ,))  = OPj(JR(t,)), 
where opj ~ ~ and the OPj are the operators on ~(~C) with the proper arities. Let 
us introduce a second family of operators OPj on ~(~) ,  connected to the latter by 
the defining relation 
O--P, = No-"o~o OP,. 
Consider ~7"" T~ --> ~()~') inductively defined by the equations 
~(opj(ti)) = b-~AX'(t,)). 
Under the assumption ~t = Abs, we intend to prove the following three facts: 
(1) (Vpe T~)(./V(p) e ~r), 
(2) p~ qC:>./~C(p)w,ff(q)C~p~ q, 
where ~ (respectively ~<) are the implementation (respectively observation) pre- 
orders, 
(3) ~ coincides with N. 
Recalling that renaming functions 7r ~ Ren are domain finite, property (1) is easily 
verified by the induction on the structure of programs. Thus, we try now to establish 
property (2). A series of propositions follows. We use 2>0 as an abbreviation for 
~-~o.  
V 
3.23. Lemma. (VQ ~ ~()~'))(Norm(0) = Norm(Q)). 
The proof of this lemma is straightforward. 
3.24. Lemma. (Va ¢ A)(Vh', h"E/~')(norm,,(h' }1 h") = norm,,(h') II norm,,(h")). 
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This lemma is essential to the proof of the next proposition. Its proof follows 
through routine verification by case analysis. 
3.25. Proposition. NormoOPj(Ql , . . . ,  Qn) = OPj(Norm(Q~), . . . ,  Norm(Qn)) 
every Q~ ~ ~( 77() and opj ~ ~>0- 
for 
The proof will be given in Appendix C. 
3.26. Proposition. (Vi)([~r-,(~i)~O'Pj(P~)r-,O'Pj(Qi) for every normalised set of 
histories Pi, Qi ~ [.-Jz ~(~L)  and for every opj a 2~>o. 
The proof will be given in Appendix C. 
V 
3.26.1. Corollary. Vopj ~ X>o, OPj : ff/'~ ~ 9~ r is monotonic w.r.t, r-v 
3.27. Proposition. For every normalised set of histories Qi ~ ~-J L ~(~L),  if opj belongs 
to -~>o, then O'Pj(Q,, . . . ,  Qn)= O"Pj(Q,,..., t~n). 
Proof. Let L and R denote the left respectively right members of the equation. By 
v v v v 
Proposition 3.25, L and R are in ~. So, R r-~L follows from Qi c Qi. Now, Qi r l  (Qi), 
and Lr-~R is true by Proposition 3.26. [] 
3.27.1. Corollary. For every opj ~ 2~>o, ff(opj(ti)) = OPj(~(ti)). 
This corollary follows from Propositions 3.25 and 3.27. 
3.28. Proposition..~ is a fully abstract model of Tz w.r.t, the observational preorder 
<~" f f(t)  r-lff(t') iff t m.m t'; moreover, ~ and <~ are identical. 
V ~ i V 
Proof. t~< t' iff NormoAbs(t) r--z Normo Abs(t ), and Normo Abs(p)= 
o At (p) = J~(p) by the induction on the structure of p, so t ~< t' iff A)(t) ~-I~(t'). 
From Corollaries 3.26.1 and 3.27.1, t~  < t' implies ~'(cg[t])r--~./~(cg[t']) for every 
~-context cg (by the induction on the structure of cg) so ~< = _.  [] 
In order to complete our proof of Theorem 3.14, we are left with the task of 
establishing the identity between .h r and ~, half proven by Corollary 3.27.1. The 
remaining elements of the proof are given by the following lemmas. 
3.29. Lemma. ~r'((A ~ A1 "At , . . . ,  An :A')) = Norm(At((h -. hi" A'~,..., An : A'))). 
The proof of this lemma is straightforward. 
3.30. Lemma. AT"(t[A--> zr]) is the greatest fixpoint w.r.t, r- I of f.~g__>~r where 
F:  ~CTt')-> ~(~)  is the function given by F (X)  =({A~, e,~J)+(A :~Tr]](.N'(t)[]X)). 
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Proof .  By Corollary 3.27.1, fC'(t[A-->zr])=v(Y(F)), where Y(F) is the greatest 
fixpoint of F w.r.t, the inclusion of subsets. According to Proposition 3.25, Y(F) 
is a normalised set of histories, so v(Y(F)) = p(v(Y(F))) by Proposition 3.27 (applied 
three times). Thus, ~(t[A --> ~r]) is a fixpoint of P:  Y{--> ~. In order to show that it 
is the greatest fixpoint w.r.t. El, consider Q in ~ and suppose Q= F(Q).  Since 
F(Q)cF(F(Q)) ,  F(Q) is a subset of Y(F), hence P(Q)E,v(Y(F)) and 
Q=td~(t[h-~ ]). [] 
Note: Since functions W and No-'~0At are identical, X (p)=X(~r .p~)= 
W(~p[ r'°~) for the 'r-programs' which have been given in Section 2. 
So, dr" is a fully abstract model of the observational preorder ~< on fair asyn- 
chronous Tz-programs. Unfortunately, no complete proof system with practical 
interest is associated with that model. 
4.  The  case  o f  bounded para l le l i sm 
Presently, we aim to show that the issue of proof systems is' not so desperate as 
it has just been told, for the troubles inherent o the lack of to-continuity collapse 
in the restricted case of programs with bounded egree of parallelism, called rational 
programs in the sequel. The reason is that, for this simplified class of programs, the 
semantic alculus hown in Section 3 remains within the bounds ofinfinitary rational 
languages and their operations [6]. Decision procedures may therefore be construc- 
ted for the implementation preorder, and more generally for the observationally 
meaningful properties of programs. Applications may be found in studies on com- 
munication protocols and synchronisation skeletons of communicating programs. 
For such applications, what we suggest here is the following: 
- a syntax in recursive style to define static systems of communicating a ents, 
- a syntax to specify the observational properties to be met by such systems of 
agents, including comparisons w.r.t, the implementation rdering, 
- a general method for the verification (or decision) of properties of systems of 
agents under the assumption of fair asynchrony. 
What more could afford temporal logics ? The very fact that our model N has been 
proven fully abstract w.r.t, the most discriminative observational congruence indicates 
without any doubt that branching time logics [1] are inadequate to reason about 
observable behaviour. And it is our feeling that linear time logics [12] are only a 
different vision of infinitary rational expressions and languages. 
The three points introduced above are now addressed in separate subsections. 
4.1. A recursive style syntax 
To begin with, we suggest an attractive syntax in recursive style for the new subset 
of C.C.S. which we consider here; call it R.C.C.S. The parameters of the syntax are 
A and Ren as previously, together with an auxiliary set X whose elements are the 
variables used for recursive definitions. The syntax shows terms (e.g., t, ti) which 
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may have free variables, but only the closed terms are programs. We let FV(t) 
denote the set of the free variables of term t. The syntactic map is as follows. 
The syntax of R.C C.S. 
- NIL is a term and FV(N IL )= 0, 
- Vx ~ X, x is a term and FV(x)= {x}, 
- (h~, . . . ,  h , ) ( t~, . . . ,  t,) is a term, say t, and FV(t) = [.-]i FV(ti), 
- rec(x~ = h , . . . ,  x, = t,) is a program iff [.]i FV(ti) c {x~ . . .  x,}, 
(tl[ t2) is a program iff t~ and t2 are programs; 
- t[~-] is a program iff t is a program. 
The flow-operations of [19] have been restricted here to act upon programs and 
not on more general terms. Programs p in R.C.C.S. may be translated into corre- 
sponding programs W(p) in Tz by the following transformations, W~ and 3"-b. 
W~: As long as there occurs in p some recursive term t, let t=  
rec(xl = h , - - . ,  x, = t,,), in which some ti, say tl, has form (h i , -  • • , Am)(U l ,  . . . , Urn) ,  
where some uj is neither a variable nor a closed term, replace t by: 
rec(xl = (A~,. . . ,  A, . )(x.+~,. . . ,  x,+rn), x2 = t2, . . . ,  x. = t,,, 
Xn+l--" Ul  ' "  . .  , Xn+m : Urn  ) . 
fib: As long as there occurs in p some recursive term t, let t=  
rec(xl= t l , . . . , x ,  =t , ) ,  choose fresh names a~. . .  a ,  in A and replace t by 
(((61)(NIL) [ P)[~])[~/,] where: 
- ~b(ai) is undefined and q,o~b acts as an identity on O i  sort(ti), 
- P=(PI[(P2[. . .  P , ) . . . )  and either Pi=(ai)(ti) 
if ti is a closed term, or else P i=(a i~hi~:c~j , , . . . ,h i , : t~j , )  for t i= 
(x,,,..., xj.). 
On account of the above translation, the study of recursively defined programs 
with bounded degree of parallel ism may be reduced to the study of Tz,, the term 
algebra introduced in the following definition. 
4.1. Definit ion..~' is the signature obtained by deleting network iterators [A--> ~r] 
from ~, and N'  is the restriction of J¢" to Tz,. 
It is easily seen that for any pair of programs p, q in Tz,, p and q are distinguished 
by some observer in T~ iff they are distinguished by some observer in Tz,. Moreover, 
for any program p in T~,, there exists some corresponding program p' in R.C.C.S. 
such that N'(p)  = N' (~(p ' ) ) .  For those reasons, the restriction N'  of N to T~, may 
well be considered as a fully abstract model of T~, and also of R.C.C.S. 
4.2. Semantics'and regularity 
Remembering the definition of operators A :, 11, [[~]l and v on sets of histories (cf. 
Section 3.2), we will prove by induction on terms t in T~, that N'(t)  may be computed 
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as a finite union (_J~ (8~, ~,  d~) where the ~i are infinitary rational languages on 
finite subsets A~ of A. We say that a set of histories has property R when it may be 
written in that form. 
For L a finite subset of A, let Rat(L °°) denote the family of the infinitary rational 
languages over L. By definition, Rat(L °°) is the least family of subsets of L °° = L* w L" 
which contains the finite subsets of L* and is closed under concatenation, set union, 
star and to-star operations [ 10]. Rat(L °°) is closed under complementation w.r.t. L ~, 
and thus also under set intersection. Languages in Rat(L °°) have the characteristic 
property to be denoted by finite unions B+(_J~ B~C~' where B, B~, C~ are finitary 
rational expressions. 
Now, if property R holds for some set Q of histories, then it holds clearly for 0 
by the properties of Rat(L°~): let 8 ~ 8' and d w 8 c d'w 8'; then 
~((8, Ze, d )u  (8', Ze', d ' ) )=(8,  Ze, d )u  (8', ~e' m (~) ,  d'), 
where ~ denotes complementation w.r.t. L ~ for some finite sort L (such that 
~ '~ L~). So, to prove by induction that ~c'(t) satisfies R for every t in T~,, the 
only nontrivial step is to establish the following lemma. 
4.2. Lemma. I f  ~l,  ~2 are languages in Rat(L°°), then so is their parallel composition 
ze, II = O{ p' II p", p' p" 
A constructive proof of that lemma has been given in [7], where it is shown how 
to compute ~1 [1ZP2 by purely syntactic means. Indeed, the problem may yet be 
simplified by considering instead of the parallel composition 1[ the quasi-parallel 
composition { which differs from the former by the first implication in Definition 
3.10. Let tr be some new symbol not in A. In the definition of p'{p", the considered 
implication simply becomes 
For -L~l, =LeE in Rat(L°°), -Lel{=Le2 is the solution of a system of linear equations 
which depend upon the residual normal forms of ~1 and ~2. The description of 
that system is postponed to the definition of normal forms. If ~ is in Rat(L°°), a 
residue of ~ is any set ~\ f  equal to {glg~ L°~&fg~ ~}, for some word f in L*. 
As a matter of fact, a rational anguage has a finite set of residues, which in turn 
are rational. Given ~ in Rat(L~°), a residual normal form of ~ is any finite expression 
n ~J,=~ E, Fi s.t.: {F1.. .  F,,}= {.~\ f [ f~  L*} and (Vi)(E, = {f  [ (.Le\f) = F~}). e e E~ will 
henceforth be assumed of residual normal forms. Now, it is clearly enough to give 
the construction of the intended system of equations for Cases (i) and (ii) below. 
Case (i): ~ = BC °" and ~2 = B'C"° where C and C' are e-free. Let C and C' be 
associated with normal forms [.-Ji DiCi respectively U j  D}C}. Then 
• ,L~, {*L~'2 = U (BC*D,{ B'C'*Dj)X o 
0 
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for X the greatest solution of the system of linear equations 
{ Xu = [...J ( CiC+ Dk { ' '+ ' }. CjC Dt)Xkl 
k,t 
Case (ii): ~1 isfinitary, i.e. &el is in Rat(L*). Let ~1 and ~2 be written in residual 
normal forms I..J~L1 EiFi respectively I._JT~=l E~F~. For n equal to n~ x n2, define the 
(n x n) matrices A, B, and C as follows: 
/{O" I ! -- } if(3AeL)(Cj,=(C~,\A)&Cj2=(C,2\A)), 
A(  il i2)(jlj2) = otherwise, 
B(i,,2)(j~j~) = {X ~ L I C~, = (C,, \X) & i2 =j2}, 
C(ili2)(jlj2) = {X ~ LI C~2 = (C~,\X) & il =jl}" 
Also define the n-vector D: 
D~,i2 = (if e ~ Ci, then C[2) w (if e ~ C~ then C~,). 
If X denotes the n-vector with elements Xi,~ = Ci, { C~, then X is the least solution 
of the following system of linear equations: 
X = ((B* + C*)A + B+C + C+B)X + (B* + C*)D 
(thus ,~1 ~ ~2 = C1 { C~ -- Xl l  ). 
Lemma 4.2 follows by a simple fact: systems of linear equations on ~(L  ~) with 
rational coefficients and constants admit extremal solutions which are rational 
languages and which may be computed by stepwise resolution of the equations (see 
[7]). (The extremal solutions of the equation x= ax+b are, of course, a*b and 
a~'+ a*b when a is e-free.) 
4.3. Observable properties of programs and their specification 
The language which we suggest for specifying programs by their expected proper- 
ties is made out of formulae constructed with the usual connectives from atomic 
formulae of the following types: 
- (p ~ q) where p, q e Tz,, 
- (p c Q) where p ~ T~, and Q is a finite expression [..J~ (8~, ~,  d~), where the .L~'~ 
are infinitary rational expressions, 
- (p0)Q) with p and Q as above. 
The semantics of this simple minded logic may be characterised as follows: 
- the formula (p~ q) is true iff .AC'(p)r-12('(q), 
- the formula (p ,-- Q) is true iff N ' (p )c  Q, 
- the formula (p~ Q) is true iff N' (p)  is disjoint from Q. 
It is not difficult o see that all and only the observationally meaningful properties 
of T~, programs may be expressed in the above language, on account of the following 
connection between OBS and N': 
OBS(p) = {(8, p, d)e ~CI (::1(8', p', d ' )e j~C,(p)) 
( (p = t, ~)  & (8 n (d 'u  8') = O) & (d n 8~ = 0))} 
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V 
(from the identity between 2¢" and NormoAbs), 
N'(p)  = ~o IO L ~ o^(OBS(p) n ~'L) 
if L=(-){L' I (L '=-U ) & (V(8, p, d )eOBS(p) ) (pe  L'°°)} 
W ~ 
(from NormLoAbs(p) = IOLIolOLoAbs(p)). 
Consider, for instance, the assertion: "p may permanently ignore the communica- 
tion attempt A1 of some external observer while it interacts with some other parallel 
observers by a sequence of communications in which they perform an infinite number 
of actions A.". For p a program with observable sort L =/7, = {A~ .. .  A/l}, this property 
is expressed by the formula ~(pO)l,_Jl, ) (tSo, ~LPI, do)) where: 
- I ranges over the nonempty subsets of {A~ . . .  A/l} such that A/1 e I and h~ I, 
/1 /1 to  
- ((Zj=, l~j)*'~i) t° ('~ (E j= I  1~j)*(Eie,  t~i) , 
and, for each/ ,  (8o, do) ranges over the disjoint pairs of subsets of L for which 
- A~(d  ou8 o) and lcd  o=d o . 
4.4. Decision and proof of properties 
We are in a position where we can make some conclusive claims. 
First claim. There exists an effective procedure for deciding properties expressed 
by formulae of our simple assertion language. Evidence of this fact is given by the 
following remarks: 
- for t in Tz,, Ac'(t) may be computed by purely syntactic means, 
- fo r  each particular pair of elements of ~, let P=U~x (8~, ~,  di) and Q= 
[,-J~1 (8i, ~ ,  d~), P r- IQ is equivalent to the conjunction of the inclusion relations 
ze, c U{ e;l(aj as) & ((dju aj)c (d,u a,))}, 
- the relations of inclusion and disjointness of infinitary rational anguages may 
be decided. 
Second claim. As regards the inclusion and disjointness of infinitary rational 
languages, one can go a step further by providing a proof system without induction. 
This has been done in [8]. The underlying principle is to reduce relations between 
infinitary rational expressions to equivalent relations between finitary rational 
expressions [9]. 
Appendix A 
Proof of Proposition 3.15. We show that every sequence (p~, e~)~ satisfying condi- 
tions (1) to (4) is in FA IR(p0) .  The converse is straightforward, using Lemmas 2.4 
and 2.6 to establish condition (4). So, let ~ '= (p~, e~)i~, with ~?((e~)i~)=p and 
Ult(p) = {A1... A/l}. If ( p > j )  denotes the quotient of p by its left factor with length 
j, then define m as the greatest lower bound of the set {j[ (p>j )~ Ult(p)°°}. Now 
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consider the following series of programs (q~)o~,,, where p(j) means the jth 
occurrence in p" 
qm_k=(p(m-k+l))(...((p(m))(qm))...) fo rk>0,  
qm = (iflgth(p) < to then NIL else (r[ s)[~r]) 
where r is (/3-~ 6~:/3,. . . ,  c/~ :/3), s is ( f i~f i ' f i ) ,  with 1r(a,) = hi and ¢r(fl)=z. 
For k< m, let e[ = {p(k+ 1)~}. The sequence (q~, eT)i<~ has a unique extension 
J;" among the open computations (q~, eT)~ which satisfy 
" - +3i+.j),_(_,)3i+j} em+9i+3j-2 -- {la( m 
whenever p(m + 3 i +j) is defined. 
Clearly, there exists a schedule (f, g) of (,~', ~") such that ~ ' f×g~"  is a strict 
computation. Also clearly, this computation is fair. [] 
Proof of Proposition 3.17. "Only if' part: follows by routine verification. 
"If' part: Assume that conditions (1) and (2) hold true for every ;t and R. Choose 
some schedule (f, g) for (,~', ~") and define ~: equal to ~i ; ' f - .gv  . Clearly, ~ '= ~_ 
and ~"= ~:_,. We claim that ~ belongs to FAIR(p01 qo)- 
Suppose the contrary, and let ~:= ((py(i)lqg~i)), ei),~. By Proposition 3.15, either 
(3) or (4) must be true for some h and R: 
(3) (Vj)(3k>~j)(IntR(pf(k)lqg(k))~O), 
(4) (3j)(Vk>-j)(A ~EXtR(Pf(k)lqs(k)))&(Vi)(3k>~i)(3S~ID)(ek={hs}). 
For the reason of symmetry, we are free to assume R = ~- T. 
If (3) is satisfied, then, by Proposition 3.15 applied to ~', the following assertion 
must be true: 
(Vj)(3AJ)(3k ~>j)(3S ~ ID)(AJr e Ext(pr(k) ) & his ~ Ext(qg(k))). 
By Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, one can select h equal to hj for infinitely many j. So, 
hre("){U{Ext(pk)lk~i}]iEto} and ~f-~{U{Next(qk)lk>~i}lieto}. 
A contradiction of condition (1) results by Lemma 2.7. 
If (4) is satisfied, then, by (1)(a), (Vj)(3k >~j)(3S)(e'k = {As}). A contradiction of 
~'E  FAIR(pO)follows by Proposition3.15. [] 
Appendix B 
The purpose of the present appendix is to give some elements towards a proof 
of the identity between Abs and ~t, the functions from T~ to ~(~g') which have 
been defined in Sections 3.5 and 3.6. The proof of Theorem 3.22, which claims this 
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identity, follows from the reciprocal inclusions Abs(t)~ ./,/(t) and ~t ( t )c  Abs(t). 
Both inclusions may be established by induction on Z-terms. The critical part of 
the proof is to show ~,/(t[A --> 7r]) c Abs(t[h --> ~']). We shall focus our attention on 
that point, and leave the remaining verifications to the reader. So, our task is to 
establish the following lemma. 
B.1. Lemma. ~( t )  ~ Abs(t)===>.//(t[A --> ~]) = Abs(t[A --> ~r]). 
Proof. Let F :  ~(~')--> ~(;~') be the function defined as follows: 
F(X)  = ({A }, e, 0)+ (A :[ 7rl](./R (t) II x) ) .  
Observe that F is union-continuous and hence monotonic, although it is not 
continuous from above in the complete lattice (~(~) ,  u,  c~). Let Y(F)  denote the 
greatest fixpoint of F w.r.t, the inclusion of subsets, and set t' = t[A ~ rr]. To every 
h in Y(F)  we have to associate some open fair computation ~ in FAIR(t') such 
that h = abs(~) (see Section 3.4). We proceed by separate analysis of cases h ~ y(F) 
and h ~ y(F) ,  letting y(F)  denote the least fixpoint of F. 
Case (h ~ y(F)):  If i is the least integer for which h ~ F~(0), then consider the 
following T:~-programs p and q, where subscripts have been added for the ease of 
understanding: 
p = (A)~((t I(A}2((tl... (A)i-~((t I(A)i(NIL))[w]))... [w]))[~r]), 
q <A>i-,((tl t')[~r]))... [~r]))[w]). 
It may be shown by induction on i that h equals abs(~) for some open computation 
~: in FAIR(p), let ~= (pj, ej)j~,,, such that Vj, V/z, VS: I~RS ~ ej for R = (~),-1. Owing 
to the obvious resemblance between p and q, abs(~) is equal to abs(~') for some 
~'  of the form (qj, ej)j~, in FAIR(q). Now, by the rules of action given in Section 
2, the operational behaviours of t' and (A}((t I t')[~]) are identical up to the iden- 
tification of states. Therefore, q and t' are in a strong bisimulation, and abs(~') is 
equal to abs(C¢) for some c¢ in FglR(t'). 
Case (h ~ y(F)):  In that case, there exist sequences of histories (hi)~>o and (h~)~,, 
such that h = h~ and Vi > 0, hi ~ ~( t )  and h~-i e (a :l[Tr~(hi H h~)). Define G: ~(H)  -> 
~(~g): G(X)  = (X : ~w](~(t)II X)), and let Q = {h~[i ~ to}. Then Qc  G(Q). 
Thus, Qc Y(G)c  Y (F )= ~t(t') and Vi, h~e .~t(t'). The remainder of the proof 
for that case is developed as a separate lemma (see Lemma B.2 below). [] 
B.2. Lemma. Given t in T~ and ~i in FAIR(t), i>0 ,  let (hi)i>o be the sequence of 
histories hi =abs(~ri). I f  (h[)i~,, is a sequence of histories which satisfy h[_l~ 
(A :[[Tr](hi II h~)) for every i> 0, then h'o = abs(~ r') for some ~r, in FAIa(t'), letting 
t '= t[x -~ ~r]. 
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Proof. Let us fix notations as follows: ~ = (to, e~j)j~o~, hi = (8~, Pi, d~), h~ = (8~, p~, d[). 
Choose some new symbol • ~ A, and then define the function 
r} : E --> A U {e, -} as ~(e) = if e e E2 then • else rl(e). 
Also, let ~,: (A u{-})~->A ~ denote the • erasing morphism. For i>0 ,  let /~ = 
~(e,o)~(ei l ) . . .  r~(e0) . . . .  Then /91/-1 is equal to ;t(Tr(O(t~))) for some word t~ in 
(P,'ItP')- So tS~, tii, p" admit respective factorisations (P~k), (Ib,k), (P~k) on A w {e,-} 
with the following properties: 
13,jp~ = e ~ Vk  >.L 13ikP'k = e, 
Ak = e v P'k = e ~ ~k = AkP'k, 
Ak + e & p'k ~ e => Ak = ~ & ~ik = e. 
The schedule of the parallel composition fi~ 1[ p" may be represented by a correspond- 
ing word W~, with length [ W~I equal to 1 + 1.u.b.{jlb~jp~ ~ e}. A suitable definition 
of occurrences Wi(k), 0<~ k<~ IW, I, is as follows: 
W~(k) = i f (k=0) then  ~ else 
if ( b~k ~ e & P'k ~ e) then ~-> else 
if P'k ~ e then <-- else -->. 
In order to deal with the various schedules W~ as a whole, we need to gather 
them into a single structure. For that purpose, we define P as the set of pairs ( i , j )  
for which W~()) is a defined occurrence, and we consider the following equivalence 
on P: 
~ is the least equivalence such that ( i , j )~  (k, l) if 
k= i+ l& W~(j)e{<--, ->}& Wk(1)~<->& 
(card{n In <~j & W/(n) e {->, <-->}} = card{n I n <~ 1 & Wk(l)  ~ <-->}). 
Let m be the least integer for which ~r "-~ is totally undefined. Then every ~-class 
has at most m + 1 elements in P. 
Moreover, --- is compatible with <,  the order relation s.t. 
( i , j )<(k , l )  iff ( i=k&j<~l ) .  
Thus, (P \ - - ,  < \ - - )  is a countable semi-lattice in which every node has in- and 
outdegree bounded by m + 1 w.r.t, the covering relation. It is therefore possible to 
construct an enumerat ion enum(P)  of (P \~)  along a refinement of (<\---.). By 
convention, if @ is a ---class equal to {( ibJ~).- - ( i , , J , )} with i~ <- . .  < i,, let us 
choose its notation /9 as follows: 
0=i f  (W~(j~)=~->) then {(i~,j~), (i,,,j~)} else {(in, j,,)}. 
So let chum(P)= Ox02... Ok . . . .  
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Now, enum(P) may be used to schedule a computation ,~' from t'= t6. Let 
~= (t~, e~)2~,o, where t~, e~ are inductively defined by rules (T) and (E) given below: 
we claim that ~ '  is an open fair computation and, moreover, satisfies abs(~')--  h~ 
(the detailed ver.ification is left to the reader). 
(T) Derive t~+~ from t~ by applying the following replacement for every (k, i) in 
0~+~: if i=0,  then substitute (t] t')[Tr] for t' in position _>k-~ else substitute tki for 
t~i_~ in position _>k-~.  
(E) Define e~ as the union of the e~i for (k, i) in 02+~: 
e'ki=if (i=O) then{Trk-l(A)_> k - l}  else-->k-~-(~rk(eki_~)). [] 
Appendix C 
Proof of Proposition 3.25. The property submitted to verification is clearly, true for 
opj ~{(A1,.. . ,  An), [~], [} (see Lemma 3.24). There remains to consider the case of 
iterators [A --> ~r]. So, define the following functions F, G s (~(~)  x ~(~)--> ~(~) )  
and F', G'~ (~(~) -> ~(~f)): 
F(Q, x )  =({;t }, : Jl x ) ) ,  
G(Q, X) = (A : ][Tr]](Q 1] X)),  
F'(Q)=yx(F),  G'(Q) = Yx(G), 
where yx(H) and Yx(H) denote respectively the least and greatest fixpoints in 
(~(/~),  c )  of H considered as a function of X. 
We have to establish the equation Norm(OP(Q))=OP(Norm(Q))  for 
OP: ~()~') --> ~ (~t~) : OP(Q) = Yx(F). 
Owing to the equality between Yx (F) and Yx (F) w Yx (G) it is enough to establish 
the separate properties (1) and (2): 
(1) Norm(F'(Q))= F'(Norm(Q)), 
(2) Norm(G'(Q))=G'(Norm(Q)). 
Let F"(X) = OP<~>oOPE,~loOPI(Q, X)  where OPopj = OPj. Then F'(Q) = 
[..J {(F")'(l~)[ i~ to}, and Norm(F" (X) )= F"(Norm(X)) for every X, hence (1) is 
satisfied. 
We proceed with proving (2) by reciprocal inclusions. 
Norm(G'(Q)) ,-" G'(Norm(Q)):  Given h~ in Norm(hg) for some hg in G'(Q), let 
sequences (hi)i>o in Q,O and (h,'-')i>o be such that (Vi~>0) (h,'-'~ 
(A :[[Tr]](hi+l [[h~'+1))). Since the proposition holds for opj ~ {(A), [Ir], [}, one may 
construct corresponding sequences (_hi)i>o, (h[)i>o s.t. (Vi ~> 0) (hi 
(h :[[Tr~(_hi+l [[ h~+l))), with _hi+l ~ Norm(hi+~) and h~+l ~ Norm(hi'+1). Thus, h~ 
belongs to G'(Norm(Q)).  
G'(Norm(Q)) c- Norm(G'(Q)):  Given h~ in G'(Norm(Q)),  let sequences (_hi)i>o 
in (Norm(Q)) '° and (h[)~>o be such that (Vi~>0)(h[~(A h:+,))). For 
i > 0, choose hi in Q such that _hi e Norm(hi), then hi ~< _h~. Set down hi = (8~, Pi, di), 
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h~ = (_8~, p,, _d~), h~ -- (6~, p~, d~). Now define h7 = (67, p~, dT), where 67 and d7 are 
expressed as follows in terms of m, the least integer for which 7r" is totally 
undefined: 
(v )) 6: "t-~- U Ti'J(6j+i), dT= zrJ(ds+, -8 : ' .  
j= l  \ j= l  
We show that the h[' belong to ~. If d~'c~ 8~ #0,  then one can find a, fl, ~/~A 
and k, l<  m such that a = ~rk(fl) = ¢/(y)  and f le  6,+k, ~,e d,+,. So, fl e ~i+k and 
~/e (_d~+z u _8~+,). Let m = min(k, / ) ,  then _hi+= # h'~+= is contradicted by the injectivity 
of renaming functions. 
Now suppose there exists some a in (Ult(p~)-d~').  From h~ e ~ and h~+j<~ _hi+j: 
Ult(p~) c~ (Uj%I 1 "n'J(6i+j)) = {3, hence a ~ [-Jj~-l' zrJ(di+s) • But a e Ult(p~) implies a = 
k ~r (fl) for some k< m and fl ~ Ult(pi+k), whereby hi+k~ Q¢- ~. 
We show hi # h'[ for every i > 0: 
(Vl)(ht<.h,) ~ hT<~h~, (hi<~_h,&hT<~h~&bi# h~) ~ hi#h~', 
hence h7 ~ (A-~r](h,+, 11 hi'+,)). 
Clearly, hg belongs to G'(Q). We are left with proving h~)eNorm{h~} from 
relations (_~i, pi, d~)eNorm((6i, p~,d~)). Clearly, we are free to assume (Y j>m)  
= 0 = 
Under that assumption, Norm{h2} = {h~} = {h~}, and the intended result follows 
by an easy induction. [] 
Proof of Proposition 3.26. Let r-- be the preorder on ~(~)  su.ch that pr -Q iff 
(Vh~P)(3h '~Q)(h '<~h) .  For P,, Qi in ~(~o), we shall prove the generalised 
proposition: (Vi)(P, r-- Qi) ~ oPj  (P~) r-- oP j (Qi ) .  
The proposition is clearly true for operators opj in {(A, , . . . ,  A,), [0r], ]} (since 
h # h' and h"<~ h' imply h # h"). 
As regards iterators [A --> zr], let us bring again into use functions F, G and F', 
G' introduced in the proof of Proposition 3.25. We may satisfy ourselves with 
proving the separate properties (1) and (2): 
(1) p~Q~F' (P ) r - -F ' (Q) ,  
(2) P=Q=>G'(P)F-G'(Q) .  
Now, 
letting 
F'(P)=U{F~(O)Iieto} and F'(Q)=(_J{F~(O)lieto}, 
Fp(X)=OP<x>oOPt~)oOPI(P,X) and 
FQ(X) = OP<A>o OP(.)o OPI(Q, X), 
so (I) is easily verified by induction on i. 
There remains to establish (2"). Suppose pr-Q. Given h~ in G'(P), let sequences 
(h~)i>o in po, and (hT)i>o be such that (Vi~>0)(h7 e (h :[[Tr]l(h~+l ][ h~'+,))). 
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Choose (_h,)i>0 in Q,O such that hi <~ hi. Set down h~ = (8~, pi, di}, and then define 
hi = (8[, p~', d[}, where p,'-' is taken from h"i and 8[, d[ are expressed in terms of m, 
the least integer for which er = is totally undefined, as follows: 
m-1 ,) 
~= U "iTJ(-~i+j), d~ = ~J(-di+j - ~li" 
j= l  \ j= l  
Clearly, hie (A :[[rr]](_hi+l II hi+l)) for every i, hence h'oe G'(P). Now, h~ < h~ by the 
assumption (Vi)(_h,~ hi). []  
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